Bleak House Bibliography for 2012 Dickens Universe
and adjunct conference on
“Dickens! Author and Authorship in 2012”

The recommended text for the Dickens Universe is the 2003 Penguin Classics edition, edited by Nicola Bradbury, which contains all of the original Hablot K. Browne illustrations.

Recent biographies


Books for Weekend Conference on Authorship


Bleak House Criticism (a selected list)

Note: items marked with a star * are recommended for all Universe participants.


---. "Home Ec. with Mrs. Beeton." Raritan 17 (Fall 1997): 121-35.


Goodman, Marcia Renee. "'I'll Follow the Other': Tracing the (M)Other in *Bleak House*." *Dickens Studies Annual* 19 (1990): 147-67.


---. "'Sublimation Strange': Allegory and Authority in *Bleak House*." *ELH* 66 (Spring 1999): 129-56.


